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Thomas Jefferson, Notes of the State of Virginia, 1781
It will probably be asked, Why not retain and incorporate the black into the state, and thus
save the expense of supplying by importation of white settlers, the vacancies they will
leave? Deep rooted prejudices entertained by the whites; ten thousand recollections, by
the blacks, of the injuries they have sustained; new provocations; the real distinctions
which nature has made and many other circumstances, will divide us into parties, and
produce convulsions, which will probably never end but in the extermination of the one or
the other race.

Thomas Jefferson, Letter to John Holmes, April 22, 1820.
[This momentous question of what is to be done with Missouri] like a fire bell in the night,
awakened and filled me with terror. I considered it at once as the knell of the Union. It is
hushed, indeed, for the moment. But this is a reprieve only, not a final sentence. A
geographical line, coinciding with a marked principle, moral and political, once conceived
and held up to the angry passions of men, will never be obliterated; and every new
irritation will mark it deeper and deeper. I can say, with conscious truth, that there is not a
man on earth who would sacrifice more than I would to relieve us from this heavy
reproach, in any practicable way. The cession of that kind of property, for so it is
misnamed, is a bagatelle which would not cost me a second thought, if, in that way, a
general emancipation and expatriation could be effected; and gradually, and with due
sacrifices, I think it might be. But as it is, we have the wolf by the ears, and we can
neither hold him, nor safely let him go. Justice is in one scale, and self-preservation in the
other.
*****
I regret that I am now to die in the belief, that the useless sacrifice of themselves by the
generation of 1776, to acquire self-government and happiness to their country, is to be
thrown away by the unwise and unworthy passions of their sons, and that my only
consolation is to be, that I live not to weep over it.

Henry Clay, Speech to the American Colonization Society,
January 20, 1827.
“The [American Colonization] Society was scarcely formed before it was exposed to the
derision of the unthinking…It found itself equally assailed by the two extremes of public
sentiment in regard to our African population. According to one (that rash class which,
without a due estimate of the fatal consequence, would forthwith issue a decree of general,
immediate, and indiscriminate emancipation) it was a scheme of the slaveholder to
perpetuate slavery. The other (that class which believes slavery a blessing, and which
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trembles with aspen sensibility at the appearance of the most distant and ideal danger to
the tenure by which that description of property is held,) declared it a contrivance to let
loose on society all the slaves of the country, ignorant, uneducated, and incapable of
appreciating the value, or enjoying the privileges of freedom.
*****
The object of the Society was the colonization of the free coloured people, not the slaves of
the country. Voluntary in its institution, voluntary in its countenance, voluntary in all its
ramifications, all its means, purposes, and instruments are also voluntary. But it was said
that no free coloured persons could be prevailed upon to abandon the comforts of civilized
life and expose themselves to all the perils of a settlement in a distant, inhospitable and
savage country.
*****
Why should they not go? Here they are in the lowest state of social gradation—aliens—
political—moral—social aliens, strangers, though native. There, they would be in the midst
of their friends and their kindred, at home, though born in a foreign land, and elevated
above the natives of the country, as much as they are degraded here below the other
classes of the community.
*****
This society is well aware…that they cannot touch the subject of slavery. But it is no
objection to their scheme, limited as it is exclusively to those free people of colour who are
willing to migrate…Our object has been to point out the way, to show that colonization is
practicable, and to leave it to those States or individuals, who may be pleased to engage in
the object, to prosecute it. We have demonstrated that a Colony may be planted in Africa,
by the fact that an American Colony there exists. The problem which has so long and so
deeply interested the thoughts of good and patriotic men, is solved—a country and a home
have been found, to which the African race may be sent, to the promotion of their
happiness and our own.

“Abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison Admits of No
Compromise with the Evil of Slavery” published in The
Liberator, 1854.
Let me define my positions, and at the same time challenge anyone to show wherein they
are untenable.
I am a believer in that portion of the Declaration of American Independence in which it is
set forth, as among self-evident truths, "that all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness." Hence, I am an abolitionist. Hence, I cannot but regard
oppression in every form – and most of all, that which turns a man into a thing – with
indignation and abhorrence. Not to cherish these feelings would be recreancy to principle.
They who desire me to be dumb on the subject of slavery, unless I will open my mouth in
its defense, ask me to give the lie to my professions, to degrade my manhood, and to stain
my soul. I will not be a liar, a poltroon, or a hypocrite, to accommodate any party, to
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gratify any sect, to escape any odium or peril, to save any interest, to preserve any
institution, or to promote any object. Convince me that one man may rightfully make
another man his slave, and I will no longer subscribe to the Declaration of Independence.
Convince me that liberty is not the inalienable birthright of every human being, of whatever
complexion or clime, and I will give that instrument to the consuming fire. I do not know
how to espouse freedom and slavery together. I do not know how to worship God and
Mammon at the same time. If other men choose to go upon all fours, I choose to stand
erect, as God designed every man to stand. If, practically falsifying its heaven-attested
principles, this nation denounces me for refusing to imitate its example, then, adhering all
the more tenaciously to those principles, I will not cease to rebuke it for its guilty
inconsistency. Numerically, the contest may be an unequal one, for the time being; but the
author of liberty and the source of justice, the adorable God, is more than multitudinous,
and he will defend the right. My crime is that I will not go with the multitude to do evil. My
singularity is that when I say that freedom is of God and slavery is of the devil, I mean just
what I say. My fanaticism is that I insist on the American people abolishing slavery or
ceasing to prate of the rights of man…
The abolitionism which I advocate is as absolute as the law of God, and as unyielding as his
throne. It admits of no compromise. Every slave is a stolen man; every slaveholder is a
man stealer. By no precedent, no example, no law, no compact, no purchase, no bequest,
no inheritance, no combination of circumstances, is slaveholding right or justifiable. While a
slave remains in his fetters, the land must have no rest. Whatever sanctions his doom must
be pronounced accursed. The law that makes him a chattel is to be trampled underfoot; the
compact that is formed at his expense, and cemented with his blood, is null and void; the
church that consents to his enslavement is horribly atheistical; the religion that receives to
its communion the enslaver is the embodiment of all criminality. Such, at least, is the
verdict of my own soul, on the supposition that I am to be the slave; that my wife is to be
sold from me for the vilest purposes; that my children are to be torn from my arms, and
disposed of to the highest bidder, like sheep in the market. And who am I but a man? What
right have I to be free, that another man cannot prove himself to possess by nature? Who
or what are my wife and children, that they should not be herded with four-footed beasts,
as well as others thus sacredly related?…
What then is to be done? Friends of the slave, the question is not whether by our efforts we
can abolish slavery, speedily or remotely – for duty is ours, the result is with God; but
whether we will go with the multitude to do evil, sell our birthright for a mess of pottage,
cease to cry aloud and spare not, and remain in Babylon when the command of God is
"Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not
of her plagues." Let us stand in our lot, "and having done all, to stand." At least, a remnant
shall be saved. Living or dying, defeated or victorious, be it ours to exclaim, "No
compromise with slavery! Liberty for each, for all, forever! Man above all institutions! The
supremacy of God over the whole earth!"
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"The Universal Law of Slavery" by George Fitzhugh (1857)
He the Negro is but a grown up child, and must be governed as a child, not as a lunatic or
criminal. The master occupies toward him the place of parent or guardian. We shall not
dwell on this view, for no one will differ with us who thinks as we do of the negro's
capacity, and we might argue till dooms-day in vain, with those who have a high opinion of
the negro's moral and intellectual capacity.
Secondly. The negro is improvident; will not lay up in summer for the wants of winter; will
not accumulate in youth for the exigencies of age. He would become an insufferable burden
to society. Society has the right to prevent this, and can only do so by subjecting him to
domestic slavery. In the last place, the negro race is inferior to the white race, and living in
their midst, they would be far outstripped or outwitted in the chaos of free competition.
Gradual but certain extermination would be their fate. We presume the maddest abolitionist
does not think the negro's providence of habits and money-making capacity at all to
compare to those of the whites. This defect of character would alone justify enslaving him,
if he is to remain here. In Africa or the West Indies, he would become idolatrous, savage
and cannibal, or be devoured by savages and cannibals. At the North he would freeze or
starve.
We would remind those who deprecate and sympathize with negro slavery, that his slavery
here relieves him from a far more cruel slavery in Africa, or from idolatry and cannibalism,
and every brutal vice and crime that can disgrace humanity; and that it christianizes,
protects, supports and civilizes him; that it governs him far better than free laborers at the
North are governed. There, wife-murder has become a mere holiday pastime; and where so
many wives are murdered, almost all must be brutally treated. Nay, more; men who kill
their wives or treat them brutally, must be ready for all kinds of crime, and the calendar of
crime at the North proves the inference to be correct. Negroes never kill their wives. If it be
objected that legally they have no wives, then we reply, that in an experience of more than
forty years, we never yet heard of a negro man killing a negro woman. Our negroes are not
only better off as to physical comfort than free laborers, but their moral condition is better.
The negro slaves of the South are the happiest, and, in some sense, the freest people in
the world. The children and the aged and infirm work not at all, and yet have all the
comforts and necessaries of life provided for them. They enjoy liberty, because they are
oppressed neither by care nor labor. The women do little hard work, and are protected
from the despotism of their husbands by their masters. The negro men and stout boys
work, on the average, in good weather, not more than nine hours a day. The balance of
their time is spent in perfect abandon. Besides' they have their Sabbaths and holidays.
White men, with so much of license and liberty, would die of ennui; but negroes luxuriate in
corporeal and mental repose. With their faces upturned to the sun, they can sleep at any
hour; and quiet sleep is the greatest of human enjoyments. "Blessed be the man who
invented sleep." 'Tis happiness in itself--and results from contentment with the present,
and confident assurance of the future.
A common charge preferred against slavery is, that it induces idleness with the masters.
The trouble, care and labor, of providing for wife, children and slaves, and of properly
governing and administering the whole affairs of the farm, is usually borne on small estates
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by the master. On larger ones, he is aided by an overseer or manager. If they do their
duty, their time is fully occupied. If they do not, the estate goes to ruin. The mistress, on
Southern farms, is usually more busily, usefully and benevolently occupied than any one on
the farm. She unites in her person, the offices of wife, mother, mistress, housekeeper, and
sister of charity. And she fulfills all these offices admirably well. The rich men, in free
society, may, if they please, lounge about town, visit clubs, attend the theatre, and have
no other trouble than that of collecting rents, interest and dividends of stock. In a well
constituted slave society, there should be no idlers. But we cannot divine how the
capitalists in free society are to put to work. The master labors for the slave, they exchange
industrial value. But the capitalist, living on his income, gives nothing to his subjects. He
lives by mere exploitations.
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